responsive design – 😊
All of them!!
What is a responsive website anyway?

Site designed to adapt its layout to the viewing environment by using fluid, proportion-based grids, flexible images, and CSS3 media queries

Paraphrased from Wikipedia
CONTENT IS LIKE WATER

** You put water into a cup it becomes the cup. You put water into a bottle it becomes the bottle. You put it in a teapot, it becomes the teapot. **

Josh Clark (Originally Bruce Lee) - Seven deadly mobile habits
Illustration by Stephanie Walker
CONTENT IS LIKE WATER

"You put water into a cup it becomes the cup. You put water into a bottle it becomes the bottle. You put it in a teapot, it becomes the teapot."

Josh Clark (originally Bruce Liski - Seven Deadly Mobile Mistakes) Illustration by Bahman Motro
What is a responsive website anyway?

Site designed to adapt its layout to the viewing environment by using fluid, proportion-based grids, flexible images, and CSS3 media queries

- Site’s layout adapts to the size of the device
- Content verbosity or its visual delivery may change
Any alternatives to responsive design?

- Feature diversion between apps
- Variety of mobile devices is very high: tablet, phone, etc.
12-column grid responsive layout

1 column = 100%/12 = 8.33%

Why 12?
12-column grid responsive layout

1 column = $\frac{100\%}{12} = 8.33\%$

- 25% (4 columns)
- 25% (4 columns)
- 25% (4 columns)

- 50% (2 columns)
- 50% (2 columns)

- 33.33% (3 columns)
12-column grid responsive layout

Nested grids